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	Title: Airsoft BB Price vs. Accuracy
	School: Cardinal Community Academy- Keenesburg, CO
	Sponsor: Sarah Johnson
	Abstract: In my project I tested to see whether expensive airsoft bbs are more accurate than cheap airsoft bbs. My hypothesis was that the expensive bbs would be more accurate than the cheap because they are designed better and have been perfected and not just mass produced. The process that I did was make the target out of a cardboard box that I spray painted and drew the rings on it with a compass. I then shot the light, cheap bbs 10 times at the target and measured the distance away from the center in inches. I repeated these steps with the heavy, cheap bbs and the light and heavy expensive bbs. I changed the target each time, but flipping it around and using a different box was not the best way to do it. The data that I gathered concluded that the expensive bbs were more accurate than the cheap bbs. The light, cheap bbs data was the the closest from the center was 0.5 inches and and farthest away from the center was 2.5 inches. For the heavy cheap bbs the closest was 2 inches and the farthest was 4.25 inches. The light expensive bb’s closest was 0.5 and the farthest was 3.5 inches away. The heavy expensive bbs were the more accurate with the closest being 0.25 inches and the farthest being 2.25 inches away. My hypothesis was correct because the expensive bbs were more accurate than the cheap bbs. I think I got these results mainly because of the manufacturing differences in the cheap and expensive bbs because the expensive ones are obviously designed to do better. To improve my experiment, if I were to do this again, I would make a better clamp that is perfectly designed for the gun to hold it in place. I would also find a bigger price difference in the bbs if possible.
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